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To the attention to whom it may concern, 

 

I am Maria, a senior marketing exchange student from Spain, who has spent a 

semester in NDHU. By choosing this university I was looking forward to living an 

abroad experience which involved nature, campus life and great education.  

 

I have definitely found what I was looking for. The university has helped me 

develop my knowledge by changing the way I conceived learning. Most of the 

subjects I chose empowered students to participate in case discussions, to work in 

groups and be critical, while exams and grades were secondary. 

 

 I would like to praise one teacher in particular that have contributed to my 

professional development. Wein-Hong Chen, who has given me Business 

Strategy and Analysis and has used innovative educational technics to push 

us to participate, work in groups and simulating a natural business 

environment. We have worked hard in this subject and learnt to think logical 

and strategical. 

 

Regarding the university’s infrastructure and services, I appreciate the partnerships 

that NDHU has with taxi companies, the nursery service and the bike rental store, 

yet in my opinion some infrastructures such as the gym should be renewed or 

extended. 

 

In regard of the international student management, I appreciate NDHU OIA’s office 

support before coming to Taiwan. Eva Ren helped us a lot.  



Moreover, I have had the chance to get to know lots of international people, who 

have added value to my experience in NDHU, as I have had the chance to improve 

my English and learn more about foreign cultures.  

Nevertheless, I would suggest the university to empower local students not to be 

afraid to speak English by organizing more activities to improve and learn the 

language. Besides, some activities that we were suggested to join (speeches, 

presentations, introductory courses…) were in Chinese, so they resulted difficult for 

internationals to follow.  

 

However, I am glad I chose this university because I go back to my country with an 

added value: a good education background and an amazing experience in Taiwan. 

 

Thanks for everything, 

Maria 

 


